Disseminated intravascular coagulation. clinical and pathophysiological mechanisms and manifestations.
Disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) is a complex disorder, with pathophysiology being variable and highly dependent upon the triggering event(s), host response(s) and comorbid conditions. As a result of these complicated interactions, the clinical expression and laboratory findings are varied, thereby affecting the specifics of diagnosis and therapeutic approaches. The highly complex and variable pathophysiology of DIC often results in a lack of uniformity in clinical manifestations, a lack of consensus in the specific appropriate laboratory criteria of diagnosis, and a lack of specific therapeutic modalities. Indeed, recommendations for therapy are often difficult because the morbidity and survival is more dependent on the specific cause of DIC and because the generally used specific therapeutic approaches, which include for example heparin, low-molecular-weight-heparin antithrombin concentrate and protein C concentrate, have never been subjected to objective prospective randomized trials, except antithrombin concentrates. An analysis of the complex and varied pathophysiological events in DIC provide objective guidelines and criteria for the clinical diagnosis, the laboratory diagnosis, and the definition of severity. These data compounded by an understanding of complex and varied pathophysiology can be used for objective evaluation of therapeutic responses and results. DIC is an intermediary mechanism of disease usually seen in association with well-defined clinical disorders. The pathophysiology of DIC serves as an intermediary mechanism in many disease processes, which sometimes remain organ specific. This catastrophic syndrome spans all areas of medicine and presents a broad clinical spectrum that is confusing to many. Most physicians consider DIC to be a systemic hemorrhagic syndrome; however, this is only because hemorrhage is evident and often impressive. Less commonly appreciated is the profound microvascular thrombosis and sometimes, large vessel thrombosis. The hemorrhage is often simple to contend with in patients with fulminant DIC, but it is the small- and large-vessel thrombosis, with impairment in blood flow, ischemia, and associated end-organ damage that usually leads to irreversible morbidity and mortality. In conclusion, the pathophysiological mechanisms, clinical, and laboratory manifestations of DIC are complex in part due to interrelationships within the hemostasis system. Only by clearly understanding these extraordinarily complex pathophysiological interrelationships can the clinician and laboratory scientist appreciate the divergent and wide spectrum of often confusing clinical and laboratory findings in patients with DIC. Many therapeutic decisions to be made are controversial and lack validation. Nevertheless, newer antithrombotic agents, and agents which can block, blunt or modify cytokine activity and the activity of vasoactive substances appear to be of value. The complexity and variable degree of clinical expression suggests that therapy should be individualized depending on the nature of DIC, age, etiology of DIC, site and severity of hemorrhage or thrombosis and hemodynamics and other appropriate clinical parameters.